Further Reading on the Nicomachean Ethics

Standard Greek Critical Edition:


Recommended Translations (to simplify our discussion, I recommend we use Irwin’s translation):


General Books, Introductions and Collected Essays:


On Book 1: The Good


1 Compiled by Jean-Philippe Ranger based on recommendations from Christopher Taylor’s graduate seminar on Aristotle’s EN (Cornell University, Spring 2004).

**On Book 1, Chapter 4: Against the Platonic Good**


**On Books 2-4: The Virtues of Character**


**On Book 3: The Voluntary**


**On Book 5: Justice**


**On Book 6: Practical Wisdom and Intellectual Virtue**


**On Book 7: Akrasia**


**On Books 7 & 10: Pleasure**


**On Books 8 & 9: Friendship**


**On Book 10: Theoria** (see also the material from Book I)
